BIPOD
MOUNTING TUTORIAL

Fellow gamer,

If you are reading this, you are willing to increase your aim and comfort while playing. And we will help you to do it!

The Bipod allows you to play VR Shooter games with the stability of a real sniper rifle.

We invite you to join our Discord community for any questions or directly contact us through our support service on our website.

Upgrading your Gun Stock with the Bipod should take than 5 minutes.

For video setup, you can check our YouTube Playlists.

Feel the game!
Pull down the screw and unfold the pod.

Spin the bipod extremities to extend them.

Untighten the scroll wheel down to max.

Push the little lever on the right to open the bipod top. Put the Pro/MagTube tube inside the bipod.

The ProTubeVR logo Δ need to be in front of you when you hold the Pro/MagTube.

Tighten the scroll wheel to adjust and tie the bipod.